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Motivation
EURADOS SRA 2020
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https://eurados.sckcen.be/-/media/Files/Eurados/announcements/2020/0809_Report-2020-04/EURADOS-Report-2020-
04.pdf?la=en&hash=348BABCEF87B71988A353B9B0CFB33380C342DE8

https://eurados.sckcen.be/-/media/Files/Eurados/announcements/2020/0809_Report-2020-04/EURADOS-Report-2020-04.pdf?la=en&hash=348BABCEF87B71988A353B9B0CFB33380C342DE8


Flash therapy
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FLASH radiotherapy (FLASH-RT) is a promising cancer treatment under development, 
that involves an almost instantaneous delivery of a high radiation dose in only a few
radiation pulses of ultra-high dose rate. It has been reported since the 1960s that
delivering the total dose within only a single nanosecond-pulse of X-rays elicit a sharp
increase of cell survival compared to conventional treatment. Such an approach gained
a renewed appreciation when it was demonstrated in vivo and with linear accelerators
to dramatically reduce adverse side effects to healthy tissues while being as effective
for tumour control as conventional radiotherapy.

UHDPulse Project wants to define a metrological framework



Flash therapy
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Red line: working limit of ion chambers



Pulsed radiation facilities
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Medical diagnostics

Fusion facilities

Particle accelerators 

Radiation therapy
Spallation sources

Material testing

FUTURE?



Neutron measurements in pulsed fields
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Monitor di area: REM-Counter



Neutron measurements in pulsed fields
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A hypothetical instrument with a response function parallel to the fluence 
to dose conversion coefficients should have a constant response in terms 
of H*(10). 

𝐾 =
ℎ∗(𝐸)
𝑅(𝐸)

𝐻∗ 10 = + ℎ∗ 𝐸 , 𝜙 𝐸 𝑑𝐸 = + 𝐾 , 𝑅(𝐸) , 𝜙 𝐸 𝑑𝐸 = 𝐾+ 𝑅 𝐸 , 𝜙 𝐸 𝑑𝐸 = 𝐾𝐿



Neutron measurements in pulsed fields
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Not extended range rem counters.
Moderator made of polythene only 



Neutron measurements in pulsed fields
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Polyethylene

Lead

Boron doped rubber

Centronics 3-He counter

Presence of lead permits (n,xn) reactions



Pulsed neutrons
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Small DUTY FACTORS (=> high instantaneous dose rates) 
impose severe limitations on the survey meters to be employed
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Pulsed neutrons
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Detection of pulsed neutron fields shows an advantage, if compared to photons

NEUTRONS

γ

γ

γ

Neutron detection mechanism:
1) They reach the moderator surface
2) They are thermalized (scattering events)
3) Once thermalized they diffuse
4) They reach the detector (BF3 or 3He)

Photons do not need 
thermalization in 

order to be detected



Pulsed neutron
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Performances of detectors (rem counters) in pulsed neutron fields:
• Dead time effects (↓)

• Neutrons thermalization and diffusion time (TDT) in the moderator (↑)
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spread over several 

hundred μs, regardless of 
the original pulse width

REDUCED UNDERESTIMATION



Misure neutroniche in campi pulsati
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N(t) = number of thermalized neutrons that reach the gas at a time t:
𝑁(𝑡) = 𝑁! & 𝑒"#/%&

τ’ = decay constant of the neutrons in the moderator 
(depends only on materials, size and shape of the moderator)

τ’ ≈ 140 μs for conventional spherical PE 
moderators (10-inch diameter sphere)
τ’ ≈ 70 μs for cylindrical PE moderators 

enriched with Pb and Cd 
(extended range detectors)

http://refhub.elsevier.com/S0168-9002(13)01635-5/sbref23

http://refhub.elsevier.com/S0168-9002(13)01635-5/sbref23


Pulsed neutrons
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counter typical sensitivity 1-2 counts per nSv
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𝜏=70 µs 37% of counts expected in 70 µs

Interaction rate 0,5 – 1 MHz 

Shaping time 2-3 µs

Strong dead time losses



WG11 experience
Berlin Experiment
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The proton beam is delivered in bursts with 
duration of 1 µs, 10 µs, 40 µs

Test at HZB  68 MeV protons on W

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2013.11.073

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2013.11.073


WG11 experience
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Setting 
number

Ion 
current 

[pA]

Burst 
current [nA]

Burst 
length [μs]

Burst 
charge Qi

[fC]

Reference
burst yield 

[nSv per 
burst]

Average 
dose rate 
[μSv·h-1]

Burst dose 
rate [Sv·h-1]

1 0.5 5 1 5 0.077 27.72 0.28
2 1.5 15 1 15 0.231 83.16 0.83
3 3 30 1 30 0.462 166.32 1.66
4 5 50 1 50 0.770 277.2 2.77
5 10 100 1 100 1.540 554.4 5.54
6 25 250 1 250 3.850 1386 13.86
7 50 500 1 500 7.700 2772 27.72
8 75 750 1 750 11.550 4158 41.58
9 100 1000 1 1000 15.400 5544 55.44

10 250 250 10 2500 38.500 13860 13.86
11 500 500 10 5000 77.000 27720 27.72
12 1000 1000 10 10000 154.000 55440 55.44
13 3000 800 40 32000 492.800 177408 44.35

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2013.11.073


WG11 experience
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1. WENDI-II
2. LUPIN-3He
3. LB 6419 3He
4. Studsvik 2202D
5. Linus
6. LUPIN BF3
7. LB 6411
8. BIOREM
9. Cramal31
10. Harwell N91
11. Radeye
12. Liulin

Tested Rem counters

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2013.11.073


Rem counters comparison
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2013.11.073


Rem counters comparison
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2013.11.073


Dead time compensation
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Dhalf is the reference dose per pulse that causes
an underestimation by a factor 2

The correction works on the single burst. To 
apply it the detector must resolve each burst

The reference quantity for dead time correction is the Dose Per Pulse (DPP)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2013.11.073


LUPIN WORKING PRINCIPLE
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LUPIN (Long energy interval Ultrawide dynamic PIle-up free Neutron survey meter) 

NO Shaping => NO dead time losses
Logarithmic amplifier => Wide dynamic range
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LUPIN WORKING PRINCIPLE
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Signal pick-up at cathode to have positive current, offset current to avoid Log(0)

Total charge divided by the charge form 1 neutron interaction=n° of reactions

Saturation occurs when the space charge inside the proportional counter reduces the 
multiplication factor M 

ADC
+
FPGA

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4879936


LUPIN WORKING PRINCIPLE
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Derivative mode

𝛿𝑡 = 100 𝑛𝑠

Dead time losses occur at dose per burst similar to space charge saturation .

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4879936


Measurements at Mevion S250i pulsed proton 
therapy facility (WG9+WG11)

Extended range rem counters
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Measurements in mixed fields



Measurements at Mevion S250i pulsed proton 
therapy facility (WG9+WG11)

Courtesy Mevion

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1460396920000266

Compact 10 T field synchrocyclotron which 
requires a single vault of limited dimensions

The proton spots are delivered through a pair of 
scanning magnets. 

The depth of the Bragg peak is modulated by an 
energy degrader consisting of 18 Lexan 
(polycarbonate) plates.

minimum proton energy 13.49 MeV 
maximum proton energy 227 MeV

the nickel-alloy multi-leaf beam collimator to reduce 
the lateral penumbra.

Proton beam delivered in pulses 10 µs in duration at 750 Hz Max

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1460396920000266


Measurements at Mevion S250i pulsed proton 
therapy facility

A water tank phantom (30 cm x 30 cm x 60 cm) simulates a patient

Normalization to therapeutic dose, expressed in GyRBE,  (1 Gy = 1.1 GyRBE)



Measurements at Mevion S250i pulsed proton 
therapy facility

The stray neutron field maintains the same time 
structure as the proton beam.

The neutron field is affected by
Proton energy
Working frequency
Degrader thickness
Multi leaf collimator



Results
Qualitative comparison

LUPIN is assumed to work without losses induced by the pulsed field



Results
Quantitative comparison

Steps
1) Take the dose profile in time measured by the LUPIN (resolution 1s)
2) Derive from the machine logfile the number of pulses in each second
3) Calculate the average dose per pulse in each second (Dref)
4) Assess the underestimation of each rem counter according to



Results
Quantitative comparison



Results
Response function compensation



Results
Response function compensation

The response function of 
each rem counter is folded 
with the simulated 
spectrum and the 
instrument reading is 
corrected for each position



Corrected results



Conclusions

Main remarks

1. In pulsed field standard rem counters suffer of dead time losses
2. A neutron field is considered pulsed if the pulse duration < TDT (Thermalization 

and Drift Time,  hundreds of µs)
3. In principle a compensation is possible, basing on the dose per pulse (DPP)
4. Each pulse must be compensated. 
5. The compensation works if the parameter Dhalf is known.
6. If the expected DPP<< Dhalf standard rem counters can be used
7. The LUPIN characterized in reference pulsed fields has proved to be coherent in 

workplace fields
8. At present a reference facility for pulsed neutrons is not available. A 

metrological effort to fill this gap is needed.



Thanks for your attention



Back-up slides



Spectrometry in pulsed fields
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Bonner Sphere spectrometer based on LUPIN technology

Deliverable UHDPulse


